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Abstract—Recurrent neural networks(RNNs) have been ap-
plied to sentiment classification but RNNs is usually heavier than
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), turning more interest in
the application of CNNs to language tasks. In this paper we
propose a method to apply gated CNN (gCNN) with Maxpooling
to sentiment classification of customer reviews. In our proposal,
the application of gCNN is to sentiment classification, instead of
constructing a language model. Our experiment is conducted with
Amazon Product Review dataset and Japanese review dataset of
TripAdvisor. The whole of each review is used as an input, instead
of each sentence. The result is that a simple application of gCNN
to sentiment classification achieved sufficient accuracies with the
two datasets. Thus, an implication is that gCNN is proven to
work fine for sentiment classification much faster than RNNs
with fine results in the different language datasets.

Index Terms—Sentiment analysis, Gated Convolutional Neural
Network, Costumer review

I. INTRODUCTION

As people post their opinions and reviews easier on the
Internet, it is more important to estimate the polarity of them,
whether they are positive or negative, more precisely. Sen-
timent classification, sentiment analysis, or opinion mining,
has been pursued using a variety of techniques [13], [22],
[23], [29]. Sentiment classification is roughly divided into two
approaches: sentiment value summation and machine learning
classification. Sentiment value summation is to sum up all
the sentiment values of the sentiment words in a text. Thus
a good sentiment dictionary, be it general or target-specific,
is essential, and numerous studies on the construction of
sentiment dictionary have been conducted [8], [18], [29]. Ma-
chine learning classification employs various machine learning
methods for classification including Naı̈ve Bayes and Support
Vector Machines, and tf-idf, word sentiment value, etc. are
used as features [11], [15], [19]–[21]. In both approaches, most
of the previous studies employed a Bag-of-Words model, with
which each sentence or passage is represented as a sparse
vector of the dimension of the total number of words in the
whole data, ignoring word order relations. Polarity inversion

with a negative word and other modificational issues have also
been investigated in heuristic or rule-based manner as well as
using shallow syntactic parsing [13], [22]. However, so long
as the input of machine learning approaches is a sparse vector
under a Bag-of-Words model, such dependency issues remain,
and more global dependency issues such as topic-subtopic
relations are hard to cope with.

In recent years, deep learning approaches, employing deep
neural networks, have been vigorously studied for natural
language processing tasks including sentiment classification.
One of the keys of employing deep learning approaches
is recurrent neural networks (RNNs), with which sequential
data, are processed as sequential [6]. Various natural language
processing tasks have been investigated with RNN, from
language modeling [16] to machine translation [1]. One of
the RNNs typically employed for natural language processing
is Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [10] and its succes-
sors including Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [2]. LSTM and
its successors incorporate the mechanism of probabilistically
forgetting some dependencies, reflecting the characteristics of
language that local dependency is usually more important than
long dependency while some long dependencies should not
be ignored. Sentiment classification has also been investigated
with various RNNs [33], as well as recursive autoencoders
[24] and recursive neural networks [25]. One of the issues
of RNNs is difficulty in parallel computation with GPU, and
the employment of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to
some natural language processing tasks have currently been
pursued [3], [12].

For the employment of CNNs to natural language process-
ing tasks, Dauphin et al. , following [3], proposed gated CNN
(gCNN) for language modeling, in which a gated mechanism is
incorporated into CNNs and it achieved almost the same result
with LSTM at a much faster speed [4]. Sentiment analysis,
which basically depends on occurrences of some sentiment
words in certain contexts is expected to have a benefit of
gCNN, but no previous investigation was made.



In this paper, we apply gCNN [4] to sentiment classification.
In our proposal, the application of gCNN is to sentiment
classification, instead of constructing a language model. Our
experiment is conducted with Amazon Product Review dataset
[9], [14] and Japanese review dataset of TripAdvisor. The
whole of each review is used as an input, instead of each
sentence. The result is that a simple application of gCNN to
sentiment classification achieved sufficient accuracies with the
two datasets. Thus, an implication is that gCNN is proven to
work fine for sentiment classification much faster than RNNs
with fine results in the different language datasets.

This paper is organized as follows: the next section briefly
surveys some related works. Section 3 introduce our proposed
methods, gCNN in our framework. Section 4 describes our
evaluative experiments and their results and discussion. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

Deep learning has been investigated for sentiment estima-
tion [33]. In most cases, RNNs or recursive neural networks
were employed.

First, Socher et al. proposed semi-supervised recursive
autoencoders for sentiment analysis [24]. They applied an
autoencoder to phrases recursively to construct the semantic
vector representation of each phrase. Sentiment distribution is
predicted by a softmax classifier. Socher et al. then proposed
recursive neural network in matrix-vector space [25]. In the
method a composition function of two words is Aw1 +Bw2

for words w1,w2. A and B are matrices to be learnt with
the training data, and sentiment distribution is estimated
by a softmax classifier. In the output layer of the method
sentimental distribution is predicted with a softmax function.
Socher et al. also proposed recursive neural tensor network
[26]. The method uses tensor-based composition function for
all nodes in the parse tree. The function is applied to each
node recursively and the semantic vector representation of a
sentence is generated. Sentiment distribution is also predicted
by a softmax classifier.

Tang et al. applied gated recurrent neural network at a
document level [28]. Their approach is first from word repre-
sentations to construct sentence representations with CNN and
LSTM, then to construct document representations with gated
RNN to be used for sentiment analysis with a softmax clas-
sifier. Xu et al. applied cached long short-term memory neu-
ral network to document-level sentiment classification. Their
LSTM is enhanced with a cache mechanism by preparing
different forgetting rates for different groups of memory [31].
Dou et al. applied LSTM with memory network [30] with
a recurrent attention model [27] to document-level sentiment
classification [5].

An important common characteristics of these papers is to
first embed a word into a distributed word representation with
200 or some dimensions. The basic concept of distributed
word representation is that the (at least partial) semantics of
a word is decided by its context [7], and recently practical
computational techniques have been proposed [17]. Many
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Sentiment Analysis with Gated convolutional neural
networks

researchers have used such distributed word representations
as a pre-training set, but they are also directly constructed at
earlier layers in a neural network, which is adopted in the
papers above. Note that this direct construction of distributed
word representation is the result of the learning of the whole
neural network model, and thus there is no guarantee that each
word’s distributed representation vector reflects a fragment
of the meaning that we may understand in a general sense,
which is contrary to word2vec [17] or other distributed word
representation model whose aim is to construct distributed
word representations that embed a word meaning in a sense.
Another important common characteristics of most of these
papers is to probabilistically control which feature be kept and
forgotten. Thus if CNN can hold these two characteristics, it
is expected to obtain a faster sentiment classifier, which is the
initial idea of this paper.

III. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS WITH GATED CONVOLUTIONAL
NEURAL NETWORKS

We first propose a sentiment analysis method with gated
convolutional neural networks [4]. Dauphin et al. employed
gCNN to construct a language model to predict the next word
from the previous words. Thus, their gCNN was designed to
produce another sequence. On the other hand, our gCNN aims
to produce a sentiment value, positive or negative for each data
entry. Thus the first difference between their model and our
model is what the output is, and thus the pooling layer is
designed to finally return one value, positive or negative. For
this pooling layer, our proposal is to employ Max Pooling.
The overview of our architecture is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Word embedding

The initial input is the sequence of words in a text. Each
word is represented as a one-hot vector of V -th dimension,
where V is the total number of the different words in the
dataset, or the size of vocabulary in the dataset. Before
going into convolutional and pooling layers, each one-hot
vector is first converted into a vector of m-th dimension,
where m, manually specified, is far smaller than N . WIth
a usual backpropagation method, the error is returned to each
embedded vector for an update, whose values are stored at the
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Fig. 2. Architecture of gated convolutional neural networks

look-up table. For each input, the updated embedded vector of
each word by the previous inputs is called from the look-up
table. By the end of training, each word in the look-up table
is represented as a distributed word representation vector.

Technically, when wi is a 1-of-V coding vector, the em-
bedding process is shown below. First, we construct a vector
from a word with an embedding matrix, D ∈ Rm×V .

ei = Dwi (1)

Because a sentence is a sequence of words, the sentence is
represented as a sequence of embedding vectors. In the paper,
we denote the sequence of vectors as X. So the X is the input
of our gCNN.

(w1,w2, · · · ,wV )⇒ (e1, e2, · · · , eV ) = X (2)

B. gCNN for language sequences

The core idea of gCNN is to adopt the gate mechanism of
LSTM. To keep long dependency minimizing the risk of more
important shorter dependency being excessively unweighted,
LSTM has three gates to control information flow: forget gate,
input gate, and output gate. gCNN, as shown in Fig. 2, consists
of a stack of usual convolutional layers and a gated linear unit
(GLU).

The output of gCNN is the vector representation of the
whole data entry, a review in this paper. This vector repre-
sentation is input to SPP to output a binary value of sentiment
classification.

As a usual CNN accepts a matrix as its input, gCNN accepts
a matrix consisting of multiple vectors. The input is trans-
formed into two different vectors with two different kernels
(tensors). One vector reflects the distributed representation of
the input data while the other vector information to control
GLU in gCNN.

When gCNN is applied to a text, words are integrated with
an additive. Consider two words, e1 and e2, are integrated
with gCNN.

m⊗
(
kT
1 e1 + kT

2 e2
)

(3)

m is calculated with σ (X ∗ Fg) in Eq. 4 and k1 and k2 are
weights and are defined based on Fc in Eq. 4.

Then GLU, a gating mechanism, work as follows:

X′ = σ (X ∗ Fg)⊗ (X ∗ Fc) (4)

where X ∈ RN×m is the input of gCNN, Fg ∈ Rk×m×n and
Fc ∈ Rk×m×n are kernels for the convolutional operation,
σ(·) is the sigmoid function, ∗ denotes the convolution, and
⊗ is the element-wise product of vectors. The output is X′ ∈
Rk×(N−n+1), which is shorter than the length of the input X,
when padding is not used. In this case, Fg is a mapping to
control GLU and Fc is a mapping to compose inputs, which
are the target of training. Because the output of the sigmoid
function is restricted from 0 to 1, the outputs control how
strongly each fragment of the input affects the final output.

After processing X with gCNN, a shorter sequence of
vectors is obtained, which is then to be used as the input
for classification, instead of a language model whose output
is also a sequence of text. Thus, before going into the final
classification task with a usual three-layer neural network, we
need the pooling layer after gCNN, for which we apply Max
Pooling. The pooling layer is a simple Maxpooling layer with
which the maximum value among the convolutional output is
selected for its output.

C. Final sentiment classification

With the output of Max Pooling, the final sentiment classi-
fication is conducted with a simple three-layer neural network
with the softmax function.

h = σ(W1f) (5)

o = Softmax (σ(W2h)) (6)

W1 and W2 are weights of the three-layer neural network.
W1 is between the input layer and the hidden layer. W2 is
between the hidden layer and the output layer.

For training, we employ cross entropy as a loss function
between the prediction and the supervised sentiment polarity
label t.

t =

{
(1, 0) (negative)
(0, 1) (positive)

(7)

E(o, t) = t1 log o1 + t2 log o2 (8)

The parameters to be trained in our proposal is thus defined
as θ = (D;Fg;Fc;W1,W2), and training is conducted with
the backpropagation algorithm.

θ ← θ − ε∂E(o.t)

∂θ
(9)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate effectiveness of our proposal method
and the degree of the effect of the different language, we
classified two review datasets and compared the results. One
review dataset was English reviews of Amazon.com. Another
set was Japanese review dataset extracted from Trip Advisor.



TABLE I
CONTENTS OF REVIEW DATASET AMAZON PRODUCT REVIEW

Reviews (words) Whole Training set Test set
Positively labeled reviews 5,000 4,500 500
Negatively labeled reviews 5,000 4,500 500
Total 10,000 9,000 1,000
Average words in reviews 59.1 words

TABLE II
CONTENTS OF REVIEW DATASET TRIPADVISOR REVIEW

Reviews (words) Whole Training set Test set
Positively labeled reviews 4,545 4,090 455
Negatively labeled reviews 4,543 4,089 454
Total 9,088 8,179 909

A. Datasets

We used parts of Amazon Product Review datasets by
Julian McAuley [9], [14]. The whole dataset consists of
product reviews and metadata from Amazon, including 142.8
million reviews during May 1996 - July 2014. It contains
reviews (ratings, text, helpfulness votes), product metadata
(descriptions, category information, price, brand, and image
features), and links (also viewed/also bought graphs).

We used parts of travelars’ reviews of TripAdvisor. TripAd-
visor is one of famous tourism web site and it contains very
large amount of reviews that was written by various languages.
In this experiment, we selected reviews written by Japanese.

For the experiment, we used parts of small subset dataset
of the Amazon Product Review dataset. These small subsets
are divided into 24 categories. Among them, we selected four
categories: Sports and Outdoors, Health and Personal Care,
Video Games, and CD & Vinyl. From each subset, 10,000
reviews were randomly sampled in a way that it contains 5,000
positive reviews and 5,000 negative reviews. In this sampling,
we regard only the 5-star reviews as positive and 1-star reviews
as negative, and 2, 3, and 4-star reviews are not included. We
separated each experimental data into 9,000 reviews as the
training data and 1,000 reviews as the test data. The length of
each review is less than or equal to 1,000 characters.

Table I shows the content of our dataset.
We also used parts of dataset of TripAdvisor Japanese

reviews. From the dataset, 9,090 reviews were randomly
sampled in a way that it contains 4,545 positive reviews and
4,543 negative reviews. In this sampling, we regard only the
4 and 5-star reviews as positive and 1 and 2-star reviews as
negative, and 3-star reviews are not included. We separated
each experimental data into 8,179 reviews as the training data
and 909 reviews as the test data.

Table II shows the content of our dataset.
Each text of the Japanese review data were processed

Japanese Part of Speech tagger “MeCab“1 and separated from
sentences to words. We had prepared two datasets. One dataset
contained every words as base form such as “go“ and “come“,
another dataset contained every words as original form in the

1http://taku910.github.io/mecab/

TABLE III
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD

Model parameters Setting
Threshold frequency 3
Embedding size(m) 200
Kernel size(Fg , Fc) 200 × 200 × 2
Minibatch size 500
Classifier 200-100-2
Optimization ADAM

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING AMAZON PRODUCT REVIEW DATASETS

Category gCNN
Precision Recall F1

Sports and Outdoors 0.99 0.99 0.99
Health and Personal Care 0.87 0.86 0.86
Video Game 0.83 0.82 0.82
CD & Vinyl 0.83 0.83 0.83

review such as “goes“ and “came“. The two datasets were
same size.

B. Implementation

Our experimental system is implemented with Chainer2 on
Python 3.5. Parameters were set as in Table III.

The threshold of minimum occurrence frequency is deter-
mined as 3. It means that words appearing less than three
times are regarded as unknown words. The embedding size
affects the performance of prediction strongly, and we set
200 dimensions in the experiments. Thus the kernel size is
200 × 200 × 2, and only the relations between two words
are considered. In the proposed system we use a simple 3-
layer neural network and architecture is fixed. The design of
a classifier is important, but the discussion is one of future
works.

C. Result and Discussion

1) The experimental results of Amazon Product Review:
As shown in IV, our gCNN model achieved high accuracy
as experimental results, which shows the effectiveness of our
proposed methods. In this results, “Sports and Outdoors“ was
the highest result and others were a little bit lower than them.
The reason of the difference of the accuracy was expected the
vocabulary of each subsets. When the vocabulary was clearly
different with the positive data and the negative data, it is
easy for the classifier to separate these data into two classes.
However, if the vocabulary of the datasets were overlapped, it
will make a confusion to the classifier. The detail research of
the difference of the vocabulary is our future work.

2) Experimental results of TripAdvisor review: The second
experiment compared the difference of the languages of the
review data.

As shown in V, the experimental result of base form were
almost same as the result of original form. In this experiments,
the difference of the form of the words did not affect to the

2https://chainer.org



TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING TRIPADVISOR REVIEW

Precision Recall F1
Original form 0.87 0.86 0.86
Base form 0.87 0.87 0.87

accuracy. We will research the effect when number of data are
changed stepwise.

To compare the experimental results of Amazon Product
Review, both of the results were sufficient for using, and the
results of TripAdvisor reviews were higher for the most part
of the results of Amazon Product Review. It shows that our
proposal model is effective for the Japanese data and it will
be effective to other language data.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed sentiment classification with
gCNN and it applied to the two datasets: Amazon Product
Review and TripAdvisor reviews. The result tells that gCNN
performs enough to use. This suggests that gCNN for language
processing was originally designed for sequential language
model constructions, it also works fine with document classifi-
cation tasks. This study is still in its infancy and more investi-
gation is needed, but the effectiveness of gCNN for document
classification tasks is confirmed for more applications.
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